Hey guys and welcome ! If you are reading this it means you have successfully used our
WWE Champions cheats generator . During the time you are waiting for the resources I suggest
you to read some of the Tips and Tricks how can you get more resources. If you still don’t get the
resources after day or two, you can come back, follow all the steps carefully and try again!.

1. Always look out for 4 gems!
Unlike other match-3 puzzle games, matching four gems here in WWE:
Champions is incredibly helpful! Automatically matching the entire row will
always deal pretty good damage to your opponent, so always be on the
lookout for a possible match-4. Try to setup combos and chains so that you
can take advantage of them.
2. Use the right class!
Having trouble with a specific superstar? Make sure you’re playing to your
wrestlers strengths! Each superstar has a class that is both powerful and weak
against other classes.
Tricksters: Good against Technicians. They have moves that focus on altering
the gems around.
Technicians: Good against Powerhouses. Have access to Submission moves,
which function just like Finishers.
Powerhouse: Good against Acrobats. Their moves deal tons of damage!

Acrobat: Good against Showboats.
Showboat: Good against Strikers. They have high health and can heal
themselves with certain moves!
Strikers: Good against Tricksters.
Hitting a superstar with an advantageous class will make all of your attack do
25% more damage! This can easily turn the tide of a match for you so it’s
always important to pick your superstar based on your opponent. Additionally,
matching the colored gems that are the same as your class color will deal more
damage.
3. Try to charge your finisher first!
Sometimes, no matter how well you’re planning ahead and matching, you just
won’t get enough gems in the right places to pin your opponent. In these cases
you should use your Finisher move, which automatically pins them. At the
beginning of a match, it’s usually best to try to charge your finisher first and
foremost. In the event your opponent gets really close to being pinned but just
barely escapes, you’ll be thankful you have a finisher ready to go!
4. Don’t worry about the loot boxes!
During a match, you’ll see random loot boxes scattered across the board.
Matching three of these will increase your loot box counter by one. If you have
the extra moves to spare it’s fine to go for them, otherwise you should just
ignore them. Usually the three lootboxes that you can get from this just
contain small rewards, like coins. The problem? You have to go out of your way
to get these, and when you do match them, your superstar hits for little to no
damage. You’re essentially giving up a turn in order to get lootboxes, but it will
all be for nothing if you can’t even win the match! We recommend for your first
time through a level to just ignore them and focus on taking down your
opponent.
5. Keep your team upgraded!

Since you’re going to up against all sorts of superstars, you’ll need a diverse
team to take them all down. Study the superstar classes that we mentioned
above, and make sure you have at least one of every class. Be sure to upgrade
their moves and level them up and you’ll be ready for anything!
6. Clear the missions!
The missions are the best way to earn cash, the premium currency of the
game. You’ll need a LOT of cash before you can pull for the ultra rare
superstars, so you better start getting to work! After you clear five of them,
you’ll be able to open the mission bag. The mission bag has a lot of goodies to
help you with your matches, so open as many of them as you can.
That’s all for WWE: Champions. If you have any other tips or tricks to share,
let us know in the comments below!

If you want to win in WWE Champions, it helps to know how to give your Superstar an advantage over
their opponent. Between the various classes and the gems available, there’s a lot you may not know
about the mobile game. Don’t worry, we’ve got you covered with a few helpful tips. In this article we’ll
cover some WWE Champions game tips to help you get a leg up on the competition.

Superstar Class and Talent Advantage
One of the biggest advantages you can have in WWE Champions is making sure that your superstar is
going up against a superstar in a weaker class. Similar to Rock, Paper, Scissors, some classes offer a
huge advantage over others. Make note of the list below and always be sure to use the stronger class
in each matchup.
Class Breakdown

Class

Best
Against

Info

Tricksters

Technicians

Moves that alter gems.

Technicians

Powerhouses

Uses Submissions moves.

Powerhouse

Acrobats

High damage moves.

Acrobat

Showboats

High damage moves.

Showboat

Strikers

High health and ability to
heal.

Strikers

Tricksters

High damage moves.

It’s also very beneficial to look at the Superstar Talent of your wrestler compared to your opponent. The
wrestler with the higher Superstar Talent will greatly improve your chances of victory. If you go into a
match with a lower Superstar Talent, you could be asking for trouble.
While it should be obvious, it’s also important to make sure your Superstar is healed before each
match. You can join a Faction that can help heal your Superstars between matches, and you can also
chat with other WWE fans in the process.

Be Versatile
Some classes have advantages over others, but to make sure you’re prepared for all situations it’s best
to enhance and evolve your Superstars whenever possible. It’s important to upgrade your Superstars
often, but it’s equally important to have upgraded Superstars in every class. This allows you to remain
as versatile as possible so you’re ready for anything the game throws at you.
One of the best ways to boost your Superstar roster is by taking on side matches while you’re on tour.
While some of the opponents can be quite difficult, you’ll earn rewards that make these matches well
worth the effort.

Gems and Finishers
Always watch to see if your opponent is charged and ready to use a Finisher. If you get hit with a
Finisher it could mean a loss if you’re not careful. Likewise, it’s important to make sure you have your
Finisher charged up and ready to go as often as possible. Get it charged up before your opponent and
you can potentially end the match with it.
When it comes to using gems, ideally you want to use gems that power up your attacks. This allows
you to use some of your moves before your opponents, which can once again have a significant impact
on the match. If you can match up four gems you’ll see a big damage boost. In addition, don't worry too
much about loot boxes unless you have turns to spare. It takes some effort to get one and could cost
you the match if you're not careful. If you're confident, try to match up with loot boxes so you can get a
variety of gifts. Props can also be very helpful in matches, so make sure you have one equipped
whenever possible.
Stay tuned to Prima Games as we offer more on WWE Champions in the near future!
Resources used to write these tips : primagames.com , touchatplay.com

